Introduction

This paper will consider the issue of police-executive relations principally from the executive perspective. The paper will critically examine two central questions. First, what are the mechanisms which constrain and define executive accountability and police oversight in Canada? Second, can the need for the police to remain apolitical and autonomous be reconciled with these mechanisms of governance and accountability? In seeking to address these competing demands, I will sketch what I term an “apolitical and autonomous” ideal type of executive-police relations. I suggest this model is best suited to the dynamics of policing in a constitutional democracy such as Canada, and has the potential to reconcile the need for political input into policing while countering inappropriate political interference in policing. The most significant impediment to an apolitical and autonomous police is the lack of transparency with respect to the political, legal and administrative relationship between the executive and the police. It is to redressing this transparency gap that my paper is aimed.

The executive-police relationship is shaped by multiple and overlapping forms of oversight in the police-executive relationship. In the Spring of 2004, a snapshot of this oversight would include three formal, judicial inquiries investigating undue executive interference in police matters in Ontario (Ipperwash Inquiry) and with respect to the RCMP (Sponsorship Inquiry and Arar Inquiry), inquests and inquiries into wrongful convictions and police conduct in Saskatchewan (Commission on First Nations and Métis Peoples and Justice Reform) and Newfoundland (Lamer Inquiry), internal reviews of police accountability in Toronto (Ferguson Report), province wide task forces on civilian
oversight in Ontario (Chaired by former Chief Justice of the Ontario Superior Court, Patrick LeSage), all this in addition to the ordinary business of municipal, provincial and federal governments deciding on police force budgets, internal investigations departments (e.g. SIU in Ontario) and the activities of specialized police-related tribunals (civilian and police complaints tribunals, police services boards, internal police disciplinary panels, etc). These multiple and overlapping forms of executive oversight are often criticized as unwieldy, incoherent and ineffective. These criticisms are often justified. On the other hand, there is a persuasive case to be made that the more perspectives (not just within the executive but through judicial, legislative and community groups as well) brought to bear on police conduct, the more likely abuses of the rule of law will be addressed or deterred and public confidence in the police will be enhanced.

The problem with the present system of executive-police oversight is its lack of overarching vision and coherence. Police commentators tend too easily to fall into pro-police and anti-police camps and these polarized groups tend to talk at each other rather than too each other. Governance and institutional structures reflect this bipolar situation. Some mechanisms appear designed to ensure the police implement the direction of the government of the day while other mechanisms appear designed to ensure the police remain insulated from political interference. Some mechanisms view the police as a central instrument of enforcing the rule of law while others view it as a potential source of violations of the rule of law. In the debate surrounding executive-police relationships, it is crucial not to conflate concepts such as independence and autonomy or accountability and oversight. Oversight, for example, does not require independence. Independence, on the other hand, does require autonomy. Autonomy may or may not be inconsistent with accountability depending on the forms of governance, funding and transparency involved. Neither oversight nor accountability suggest control. Below, I

---

2 This dynamic is of course not new. See, for example, Alan Grant, “The Control of Police Behaviour” in Tarnopolsky (ed.), Some Civil Liberties Issues in the Seventies (Toronto: Osgoode Hall Law School, 1975), p.75.
attempt to disentangle these related but meaningfully distinct concepts in the context of executive-police dynamics.³

This paper is divided into three sections. In the first section, I sketch the apolitical and autonomous ideal type of executive-police relations as the best suited model for a constitutional democracy such as Canada. In the second section, I explore how this ideal is furthered or hindered by the current executive-police terrain in Canada, with special emphasis on the respective role of courts, administrative bodies and ministerial responsibility in the oversight of the executive-police relationship. Finally, in the third section, I discuss the implications of pursuing the apolitical and autonomous police model.

I. In Search of an Ideal Type of Executive-Police Relations

Kent Roach, in his helpful typology of four models of police independence, contrasts the “democratic policing” and “governmental policing” models, which imply close government supervision with models of “police independence”, which implies little or no government supervision.⁴ In this paper, I argue these do not have to be understood as opposing ends of a spectrum of government control. Indeed, I would suggest they should not be. The fourth model of policing in which “the police are conceived by and large as civil servants subject to Ministerial control”, implies a degree of control by the political executive. As Wes Pue has observed:

The difference between “bureaucrats with guns” and law enforcement officers is simple: police are supposed to be prohibited equally from pursuit of their own desires and from acting on the whim of politicians. Unlike civil servants, they are

³ Philip Stenning also includes a discussion of some of these terms in his contribution to this symposium.
⁴ See Kent Roach’s contribution to this symposium. For a related attempt at a typology of political accountability over the police, see Philip Stenning, “Someone to Watch over Me: Government Supervision of the RCMP” in Wes Pue (ed.), Pepper in Our Eyes: The APEC Affair (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2000), p.97.
not supposed to respond to “political masters”. Their job, simply, is to enforce the law.”

While this statement captures an important concern regarding political direction in police activities, it glosses over important constitutional norms of bureaucratic independence, which establish the public service as “apolitical” and constitutionally protect a public servant’s right to decline direction or expose confidential communications where the rule of law has been violated or public safety is imperiled. While, as a general proposition, public servants may take direction from the government of the day, this should not be taken as an indication that they are the instruments of political whim, vulnerable to political interference or without means to resist political pressure. That said, the police are certainly no ordinary public servants.

The constraints on the kind of direction government may appropriately give, and the amount of functional autonomy civil servants (or executive boards, tribunals and agencies) enjoy are matters to be worked out through constitutional principle and political practice. Policy advisors are public servants who work hand in glove with the government of the day, for example, but front-line decision-makers are civil servants who make judgments and exercise discretion according to a range of non-partisan considerations. Consider Crown prosecutors, who are both public servants (subject to the relevant public service acts, accountable to the relevant minister) and functionally autonomous in the exercise of prosecutorial discretion.

---

7 There is of course significant variation across different jurisdictions of the prosecutorial branch’s relationship to the executive. In Nova Scotia, for example, there is greater prosecutorial independence due to the Director of Public Prosecutions being constituted as a separate office. See also Krieger v. Law Society of Alberta, [2002] 3 S.C.R. 372, where, Iacobucci and Major JJ. speaking for the court at para. 43 held that "prosecutorial discretion' is a term of art. It does not simply refer to any discretionary decision made by a Crown prosecutor. Prosecutorial discretion refers to the use of those powers that
independent of government but their freedom from political interference is well-accepted and jealously guarded (which is not to say it is not challenged from time to time nor to say that those challenges are not sometimes successful). By contrast, judges, while paid from the public purse, subject to statutory direction, and vulnerable to government funding and management of the administration of the courts, are constitutionally independent and expressly not accountable to the government for adjudicative decision-making.8

It is important to remember why we understand the Courts to be a separate and independent branch of government and prosecutors and police to be a part of the executive branch. The police are not and should not be viewed as a separate branch of government, nor of course, are they simply part and parcel of the executive branch of government. We should not lose sight of the fact that attempts to use police forces as an arm of “political administration” of the government of the day has a long and unsettling history in Canada,9 nor should we gloss over the equally long and equally unsettling history of the police acting as a law unto themselves.10 This is the classic double-bind of executive-police relationships – how to guard against one extreme without inviting the other.

With these caveats in mind, I suggest an alternative model to the typology presented by Kent Roach, one which takes as its ideal type an “apolitical and autonomous

police.”¹¹ Like Max Weber’s ideal type of “rational-legal administration,” which he asserted to be the most effective model of bureaucracy and the most suitable form of bureaucracy for democratic society,¹² I advance the concept of an apolitical and autonomous police both as the most effective form of executive-police relations generally and the form most consistent with Canada’s political, administrative and legal values, which include both accountability, governance and rule of law concerns.

There are two central characteristics which in my view typify this model. These characteristics address, from different perspectives, the double bind discussed above. They are not intended to be exhaustive of the characteristics by which one might elaborate this model.

1) Political but not Partisan

¹¹ I am certainly not the first to suggest both terms capture an aspiration of executive-police relations. Maurice Martin, in Urban Policing in Canada: Anatomy of an Aging Craft (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995), p.142, for example, refers to the importance of the police remaining apolitical and autonomous. He suggests that “apolitical” and “autonomous” are “near synonymous”. By contrast, I use the terms to suggest different orientations. Apolitical is an orientation of detachment from partisan considerations in the political process. Autonomy relates not to an administrative orientation but to a set of administrative practices, arrangements and structures which constitute a functional separation from the government. These two concepts are related but reflect different subjective and objectives aspects of the executive-police relationship and are elaborated below.

¹² The “ideal type” is commonly associated with Max Weber, who created a typology of bureaucracy with three ideal types: traditional authority, charismatic authority and legal-rational authority. He demonstrated how legal-rational authority was the ideal type among the three capable of attaining the highest degree of effectiveness. See Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization, trans. A.M. Henderson (New York: The Free Press, 1947). The ideal type is a “theoretical construct, combining several features of a phenomenon in their purest and most extreme form… it is a conceptual tool which simplifies and exaggerates reality for the sake of conceptual clarity.” See Eva Etzioni-Halevy, Bureaucracy and Democracy: A Political Dilemma (London: Routledge, 1985), p.29. This is not to say, of course, that Max Weber’s claims regarding the ascendancy of hierarchal, impersonal bureaucracy have not been challenged. I review this critical literature in L. Sossin, “The Politics of Discretion: Towards a Critical Theory of Public Administration” (1993) 36 Canadian Public Administration 364.
First, an apolitical and autonomous police model reflects a culture and orientation of non-partisanship and a mindset of detachment from partisan concerns. Underscoring this sensitivity to partisanship is the recognition that the traditional bonds of ministerial responsibility in Canada no longer provide sufficient accountability (either of the police to the government or of the government to the citizenry). An apolitical and autonomous police is not premised on the belief that the police can or should be uninterested in, unaffected by or disconnected from political institutions. Rather, it suggests a mode of response to those very institutions and preferences. The question is not whether the police are engaged in politics but rather how the police should be engaged in politics. The ideal type of an apolitical and autonomous police is meant to convey a posture of engagement with the political process that need not and should not result in capture of police decision-making by that process.

2) Autonomous but not Independent

This ideal type is also meant to convey a vital separation between the government and the police which does not presuppose formal independence or hindrances to accountability. An apolitical police, while by definition not independent of government, must be subject to effective internal, intra-executive and external oversight mechanisms, in order to ensure functional autonomy and the highest standards of professionalism. These mechanisms also should ensure predictable and principled mechanisms to monitor police compliance with the rule of law on the one hand and freedom from political interference on the other hand.

In this ideal type, these mechanisms do not act at cross-purposes but rather serve as complementary constraints on executive-police relations. An example of internal oversight mechanism would be police disciplinary investigations into the activities of

13 For a discussion of the limitations of ministerial responsibility, see the discussion below. See also D. Savoie, Breaking the Bargain: Public Servants, Ministers and Parliament (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003); and S. Sutherland, “Responsible Government and Ministerial Responsibility: Every Reform Is Its Own Problem” (1991) 24 Canadian Journal of Political Science [insert].
individual officers. Intra-executive forms of oversight ideally include both arm’s length bodies such as a civilian oversight board or police services board as well as oversight by other arms of the government responsible for monitoring police activities such as a special investigations unit where individuals are harmed while in police custody. In addition to internal and intra-executive oversight, police authority must also be subject to external oversight from an independent judiciary through criminal and civil adjudication. Finally, safeguarding the apolitical and autonomous model of police may depend on review by a Parliamentary officer as well (along the lines of an Auditor General or Information and Privacy Commissioner). This may require a separate entity or may simply dictate the means of appointment and funding for existing entities. This mix of oversight and governance relationships is discussed in more detail in the second section below.

Conclusion

There is no jurisdiction in Canada where executive-police relations and their oversight mechanisms attain the apolitical and autonomous ideal sketched above. The purpose of an ideal type is to provide an overarching vision for police-executive relationships, an aspiration by which to measure the present structures and arrangements and a framework for future reform. In this paper, my goal is to analyze the current executive-police terrain in Canada with this normative approach in mind.

II. The executive-police relationship in Canada

What is the government of the day’s interest in policing activities and structures? Arguably, the executive branch’s priorities with respect to policing fall into one of three broad categories.\footnote{By “executive” in this context, I refer to the political executive. The political executive (i.e. cabinet and political staff) must be distinguished from the bureaucratic executive (i.e. the civil service). Further, the political executive itself is a product of complex relationships, which may involve tensions between responsible ministries and the political “centre” (i.e. PMO, POs, etc) and tensions between cabinet members and the} First, the executive is interested in articulating those policing policies...
and practices which are in the “public interest.” Decisions to lay hate crimes charges in
individual cases, which by statute require the approval of the Attorney General, represent
an example of this public interest motivation.15 Second, the executive is interested in
developing and implementing the government’s own policy preferences in the policing
context, or more generally on “law and order” and criminal justice issues. This second
interest includes decisions about the share of scarce public resources which should be
allocated toward the police sector. Third, because the executive is drawn from the
political party which controls the legislature, the executive is invariably interested in
carrying positive publicity while avoiding negative publicity for its policies. These are
not watertight compartments of interests. The decision to call for a task force review or
public inquiry into a police controversy, for instance, may involve dimensions of all three
interests. Similarly, one could say that establishing executive-police structures and
arrangements which enhance public confidence in the government and the police (for
example, civilian complaints bodies) also reflect the fruition of all three motivations.

Conventional wisdom suggests the executive has an abiding interest in “policy”
matters and no interest in “operational” matters. In some cases, this distinction is clear
and compelling. A government might want to “crack down” on gun violence, for
example, and the police become the means by which this policy goal is achieved. How
the police execute this policy, however, is properly the concern of the police (within the
budgetary, legal and other constraints which shape operational decisions). In other cases,
the executive’s interest will shade indirectly into operational issues. For example, the
government may want to demonstrate its commitment to the gun violence policy by
devoting more resources to a “guns and gangs” police and prosecutor task force with an
understanding that this should lead to more arrests, charges, prosecutions and
convictions. Or, the government’s interest might be directly operational, as in the case of

PM/Preimer on the one hand and between cabinet members and the party caucus and
leadership on the other. For a discussion of these tensions, see Donald Savoie, Governing
from the Centre: The Concentration of Power in Canadian Politics (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1999).
15 This distinction is discussed in Kent Roach’s contribution to this symposium at pp.18-
19. See also John Edwards, Ministerial Responsibility for National Security (Ottawa:
Supply and Services, 1980)
a government which wishes to trumpet a “zero-tolerance” initiative for gun related infractions, which involves directing the police to take action on laying charges they might otherwise exercise their discretion not to lay.

To suggest that the government’s interests may be neatly packaged into a “policy” compartment and not spill over into an “operational” compartment is a dubious claim which appears to resonate with few people who have even a passing acquaintance with policing or government. The policy/operation dichotomy is maintained not because it accords with a readily identifiable boundary but rather because we have yet to discover any other way of distinguishing legitimate government interests from illegitimate ones. I discuss below in the third section an alternative framework for discerning the boundary between legitimate and illegitimate executive involvement in policing. In this section, in order to better understand the terrain across which this boundary must be mapped, I discuss the various sites of executive involvement in policing and their implications for the apolitical and autonomous model.

The executive-police terrain in Canada is complex and multi-faceted. It is characterized by jurisdictional, administrative, legal and political complexity. I will discuss each of these complexities in turn.

1) Jurisdictional complexity

First, with respect to jurisdictional complexity, different executive and different policing bodies interact in overlapping ways. Municipal, provincial and federal governments have distinct relationships with city police, provincial police (in Quebec and Ontario) and the RCMP, respectively. The relationship between these governments and these police forces may be statutory or may involve contractual agreements. These executive and policing bodies also may interact across jurisdictional lines (for example, the RCMP was called in to investigate charges of corruption against the Toronto Police. Finally, all of these police forces may also interact with private security firms on the one hand or military or security intelligence forces on the other, which may be subject to
separate legal regimes, duties and authority. Take hate crime as an example. Hate crime laws are the product of the federal government’s justice policy; pursuant to the *Criminal Code*, however, prosecutions require the approval of a provincial Attorney General, and the investigation of a hate crime may involve local, provincial and RCMP investigations. This set of relationships has both policy and operational implications – for example, is the decision to create a special "hate crimes" unit within a police force a policing decision, a policy decision or a political decision? When the Chief of Police attends a town hall meeting organized for religious and ethnic groups to lobby government for greater hate crimes enforcement, is she or he there as part of government, or as a stakeholder of government. If the outcome of the meeting is a governmental decision to deploy public resources to provide additional private security at religious institutions, what should the response of the Chief of Police be? Should she or he be thinking of what is good for the police? What is good for the government of the day? What is good for the affected communities facing the possibility of violence? Or what is good for the public at large?

2) **Administrative complexity**

In addition to this jurisdictional complexity, there is significant administrative complexity in the executive-police relationship. Governance and oversight of police conduct and services may reside in a number of executive bodies. In Ontario, for example, this web of executive supervision consists of police services boards made up of provincial and municipal officials, special investigations units which review police conduct in specified circumstances, civilian oversight boards, internal disciplinary bodies, ministry and minister’s staff (both Solicitor General and Attorney General), central agencies and in some cases coroner’s inquests and ad hoc public inquiries, all of which are creatures of the executive branch in one form or another, but each of which often must remain, to some degree, autonomous from both the police leadership and other executive bodies.
A plethora of administrative bodies have been established in Canada with the goal of providing venues for the regulation and redress of police conduct.\textsuperscript{16} Most prominent among these have been civilian complaints bodies, police services boards and internal investigating bodies such as Ontario’s Special Investigations Unit. All of these bodies exercise powers pursuant to legislative mandates which also limit the scope and consequences of their oversight over police conduct. Each of these bodies operates in the context of the legal and political complexity discussed below. The application of the apolitical and autonomous ideal type allows for the assessment of these bodies based on the degree to which they further or hinder the police’s non-partisan orientation and the ability to distinguish legitimate from illegitimate political input.

A. Civilian Oversight

One of the most innovative and controversial executive bodies charged with police oversight are civilian complaints commissions. As Tammy Landau has observed,

> While there are numerous mechanisms both inside and outside police organizations to achieve “accountability”, the precise arrangements for handling public complaints against the police have emerged as a flashpoint for assessing both police accountability to the public and “progress” in the reform of policing.\textsuperscript{17}

The Ontario Civilian Commission on Police Services (OCCPS) is an example of this type of executive vehicle for community oversight and has been the subject of fairly intense scrutiny.\textsuperscript{18} As critics have made clear, the present incarnation of civilian oversight

\textsuperscript{16} Beyond the scope of this review are a host of other administrative bodies which, while not established specifically to perform police oversight, nonetheless may be involved in police oversight indirectly, such as human rights commissions and human rights tribunals.


\textsuperscript{18} For a history of civilian complaints commissions in Ontario, see Claire E. Lewis, Sidney B. Linden, Q.C. and Judith Keene, “Public Complaints Against Police in Metropolitan Toronto – The History and Operation of the Office of the Public
in Ontario fails to ensure the functional separation of executive oversight and police interests by providing too much discretion to the Chief of Police to dismiss complaints without further review both on procedural and substantive grounds, and to conduct investigations where they are deemed warranted. The primary role of the OCCPS appears to be receiving reports from the Chief of Police. A recent audit disclosed that of the 700 complaints made about police conduct, only two were referred to a formal disciplinary hearing. 200 complaints were withdrawn, 200 were dismissed as unsubstantiated and 150 were informally resolved. As the CCLA noted, “Such numbers are bound to create suspicion.” The CCLA, along with numerous other bodies, have submitted proposals for reform as part of the Ontario Attorney General’s overhaul of the civilian complaints policy (which, as indicated above, is now under review by a task force headed by former Chief Justice of the Ontario Superior Court, Pat Lesage).

B. Police Boards

Police boards act as a buffer between political direction from government on the one hand and the operational control of police investigations by the Chief of Police on the other. Under the Ontario Police Services Act, for example, the boards, which are appointed jointly by the provincial government and the municipality for all municipal police forces, are responsible for policies for effective management of the police and can direct and monitor the performance of the Police Chief, although not with respect to “specific operational decisions” or with respect to the “day-to-day operation of the police force”.

Complaints Commissioner” [insert cite] Criminal Law Q. 115. See also Brief prepared by the CCLA for the Attorney General for Ontario, on “Proposed Amendments to the Police Civil Complaint System” (January 28, 2004). See also Dianne Martin’s contribution to this symposium, “Legal Sites of Executive-Police Relations: Core Principles in a Canadian Context”.

20 Ibid., s.31.
While the provision of a buffer (even one based on the problematic policy/operational dichotomy) would appear to be consistent with an apolitical and autonomous police model, police boards in several jurisdictions have become simply the focal point for political disputes involving the police. This characterization is particularly apt in the case of the Toronto Police Board. In January of 2004, the Toronto police launched an investigation when news of an investigation into the Chair of the Police Services Board for allegedly inappropriate sexual comments about a child leaked to the press. By May of 2004, the Chair of the Toronto Police Services Board was on the verge of asking the province to take over the civilian oversight functions and launch a review of “supervision and accountability” among police management, but was prevented from doing so when some members of the Board literally left the table to deprive the body of the quorum necessary for decision-making. The example of the Toronto Police Services Board illustrates that an apolitical and autonomous police model requires not only structures and arrangements but personal commitment to this ideal on the part of those charged with implementing it. This example also places a spotlight on how members of intra-executive oversight or governance bodies are appointed and what constituencies, if any, those members are selected to represent. This point is discussed below in another context.

C. The Role of Public Inquests, Inquiries, Reviews, Task Forces and Advisory Panels

---


22 See Katherine Harding, “City Police Board in Disarray” Globe and Mail (May 28, 2004).
Because many executive bodies lack or are seen to lack sufficient separation from the government of the day, credible oversight of the executive-police relationship will sometimes require an arm’s length interloper. The classic arm’s length interloper is the independent judiciary, but where the issue is systemic or where the questions do not break down into discrete legal thresholds or where legal remedies are insufficient to address executive concerns or restore public confidence in the police system, courts may prove ineffective. In such circumstances, public inquests, inquiries, reviews and task forces examining police structures, activities and/or accountability are the most common recourse for the executive. They arguably have become the norm rather than the exception in Canada in the past generation. This is true at all levels of government and even within many policing organizations.

It is important to keep in mind that the decision to launch an inquiry, and the determination of its terms of reference, are political choices. Once an inquiry is launched and its terms of reference are set, however, it operates mostly independent of government involvement. The only control the government retains is to shut the inquiry down entirely (e.g. Somalia Inquiry). Inquiries into policing questions of various dimensions are called for differing reasons. Some are forward looking catalysts for policy reform. Others are backward looking, and aimed primarily at truth-finding. Some are launched in order to serve political ends by extricating the government of a thorny controversy; other inquiries themselves become thorny controversies for the government (e.g. Somalia Inquiry). Launching an inquiry entails risk for the executive. Declining to launch an inquiry, of course, entails risk for the executive as well.

One of the central oversight functions performed by inquiries, inquests and reviews are disentangling problems relating to individual police officers and leaders from problems relating to structures, arrangements and systems. Was excessive force used by the RCMP on peaceful protestors during the APEC summit because of a failure of particular officers, a failure of police leadership, a failure of political or bureaucratic

---

leadership, a failure of autonomous bodies (e.g. the University of British Columbia) to act autonomously or a failure of all of the above? Questions which cross individual and systemic lines are particularly well suited to public inquiries.

Notwithstanding these limitations, which I return to below, it is clear that the ideal type of an apolitical and autonomous police is significantly enhanced by the recourse to public inquiries where the executive-police relationship is alleged or believed to have broken down. The McDonald Commission, the Marshall Inquiry and the APEC Inquiry, while called under different auspices for different reasons in different places at different times, all led to significant exposure to and deliberation over executive-police relationships. Aside from independent or quasi-independent inquiries, both the police and the executive have also availed themselves of less independent but more confidential external reviews by impartial sources. For example, Geroge Ferguson, a retired judge, undertook a 2 year review of police governance and made numerous recommendations arising from allegations of police misconduct and corruption on the Toronto Police drug squad.24

In addition to the inquiries, inquests and reviews, Canada also has a tradition of executive task forces advising on particular aspects of policing. To take a recent example, consider the recent Mayoral Task Force on Community Safety launched by Toronto’s Mayor David Miller.25 Miller described the mandate of the panel, chaired by the Chief


25 The mayor announced the creation of the Mayor’s Advisory Panel on community safety in this speech: Mayor David Miller, Address to North York, Etobicoke, and Scarborough Chambers of Commerce (March 9, 2004) [http://www.city.toronto.on.ca/mayor_miller/speeches/c_of_c_030904.htm].
Justice of Ontario (and former Attorney General/Solicitor General for the province) Roy McMurtry, in the following terms:

The police are responsible for enforcing, and I think they do a good job, and that they deserve our support. The City, though, can and must play different role from the police. The city must emphasize the prevention aspect. We can advocate with senior levels of government and the City can play a coordinating role.26

Curiously, however, the police themselves are not represented on this particular advisory panel.27

As the cursory review of executive oversight bodies reveals, there is considerable variation in the mandate, authority and resources of these bodies. But how are we to assess their effectiveness? Should they be measured by outcomes (e.g. the more complaints made/investigated/resolved/reported, the better)? Should they be measured by their independence from police control? Or should they be measured globally by the extent to which public confidence rises or falls in the police, or by the extent to which police morale and community relations improve or deteriorate? I have suggested an ideal type of an apolitical and autonomous police to provide a normative framework for such assessments. The two questions I would pose, in other words, are: how have these bodies ensured the proper balance between political engagement on the one hand and detachment from partisan pressures and concerns on the other? And, how have these bodies ensured the police can discharge their distinctive duties to the Crown and the public in upholding the rule of law with appropriate political input but without undue political interference? Drawing the boundary between the legitimate and illegitimate

The formal documents on the Panel/Committee are in pdf form on the Toronto.ca website; unfortunately I couldn’t get the lab computers to open or print them. I presume there is a list of panel members here:
Katherine Harding, “Panel on youth crime praised; McMurtry took job on the condition that police weren't involved, Miller says” The Globe and Mail (February 20, 2004).

26 Ibid.
27 the excuse given for this omission was the discomfort of Chief Justice McMurtry at police involvement – this discomfort did not extend, revealingly, to the involvement of provincial Ministers, whose representatives serve on the advisory panel.
executive role in policing is not simply a matter of administrative or institutional design. It also dovetails with the constitutional and legal environment within which executive-police relations take place.

3) Legal complexity

The executive-police terrain is shaped by a complexity of legal topography. The legal constraints include written and unwritten constitutional principles, including the rule of law, federalism and the Charter of Rights, statutory standards, common law administrative and private law duties, internal codes, rules and guidelines. Together, these constraints constitute a roadmap for judicial intervention in the executive-police relationship. This judicial role includes the articulation of the boundaries of police autonomy and political accountability.

Courts constrain the executive-police relationship in several important respects. Most importantly, the independent judiciary, relatively free from political interference, provides a meaningful form of accountability on police conduct to ensure it comports with constitutional, statutory and common law standards, and more generally, with the rule of law. Typically, the courts exercise this oversight through adjudication in the criminal justice system. Thus, as a practical matter, this oversight arises only when police irregularities are raised by defence counsel seeking to exclude evidence, create reasonable doubt and avoid convictions. Crown counsel typically stand in as advocates for the police although their relationship is more nuanced than this suggests and the police have no role in directing counsel in the prosecution of a criminal charge. My point here is merely that judges do not have a mandate for any independent investigation into police activities, and are constrained by the individual facts and circumstances of the case before them from developing or implementing system-wide solutions.

There are many legal and constitutional principles which may animate judicial intervention in the police context. Below I discuss what I take to be the most significant
of these, including the constitutional principle of the rule of law, the doctrines of federalism, the *Charter of Rights* and civil liability.

### A. Rule of Law

The rule of law is, it has been said, easy to invoke but virtually impossible to apply. It may mean considerably different things to considerably different observers.  

In Canadian administrative law, it has taken on special resonance in settings where judicial review is used to call the government to account.  

This focus on providing a check against unfettered executive authority arises in part from the circumstances of the leading case elaborating its content, *Roncarelli v. Duplessis*.  

In *Roncarelli*, the Supreme Court quashed an attempt by the Premier, acting through the Liquor Commissioner, to revoke a liquor license of a tavern owner who was a supporter of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Because the revocation has nothing to do with actual liquor offences, and was instead related to a political interest on the part of the government, the Court found that the decision had been taken on ulterior grounds. Using the apparatus of the state for political ends, in other words, was held to be an arbitrary and unlawful exercise of public authority.

---


29 See, for example, D. Dyzenhaus & M. Moran (eds.), *Calling Power to Account* (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2004) (forthcoming).

The rule of law has occupied a central place in Canada’s constitutional firmament ever since. It appears in the Preamble to the Charter (alongside the “supremacy of God”) and has been held to form a part of the guarantees imported from the U.K. through the Preamble to the Constitution Act, 1867. In the Secession Reference, the Court described the importance of the rule of law in the following terms:

The principles of constitutionalism and the rule of law lie at the root of our system of government. The rule of law, as observed in Roncarelli v. Duplessis, [1959] S.C.R. 121, at p. 142, is “a fundamental postulate of our constitutional structure”. As we noted in the Patriation Reference, supra, at pp. 805-6, “[t]he ‘rule of law’ is a highly textured expression, importing many things which are beyond the need of these reasons to explore but conveying, for example, a sense of orderliness, of subjection to known legal rules and of executive accountability to legal authority”. At its most basic level, the rule of law vouchsafes to the citizens and residents of the country a stable, predictable and ordered society in which to conduct their affairs. It provides a shield for individuals from arbitrary state action.31 (Emphasis added.)

Following Roncarelli, the rule of law also has come to embrace the principle that no discretion is “untrammelled”. No matter how wide a grant of statutory authority (or how broad a prerogative power), all government decision-making must conform to certain basic tenets, such as being rendered in good faith, and not for ulterior or improper motives. Given that some of the widest discretion in our legal system is afforded to police officers, the significance of the idea that all discretion is structured and constrained by constitutional standards has enduring appeal in the policing context. As professor Wade has stated:

The powers of public authorities are . . . essentially different from those of private persons. A man making his will may, subject to any rights of his dependants, dispose of his property just as he may wish. [...] This is unfettered discretion. But a public authority may do none of those things unless it acts reasonably and in good faith and upon lawful and relevant grounds of public interest . . . . The whole conception of an unfettered discretion is inappropriate to a public

31 Supra note , at para. 70.
authority, which possesses powers solely in order that it may use them for the public good.32

While I emphasize that the police should be seen generally as autonomous rather than independent of the executive, there are clearly settings where the police must act independently, and be seen to act independently, in order to protect the rule of law. What amplifies this necessity is that the police are sometimes put in the position of enforcing the rule of law against the very political bodies to which they are accountable. Charges of political interference are the most complicated and contentious when they arise in the context of police investigations of executive officials. The recent drug-related investigation in British Columbia which involved searches and seizures at the officers of senior political staffers is a case in point.33 Initially, the RCMP indicated that the seizures were related to money-laundering aspects of a drug investigation. Later, the Crown suggested that staffers may have been offered or had taken bribes to trade in secret government information.34 The staffers, it turns out, were involved in the $1 billion privatization sale of BC Rail, which was also in due course tainted by the police

32 This passage was cited with approval by Laws J. in R v. Somerset County Council, ex parte Fewings, [1995] 1 All ER 513 at 524. Wade emphasized that the police in the UK, while not a law unto themselves, do not take direction from any executive authority. He observed, “The truth is that a police officer holds a public position, that of peace officer, in which he owes obedience to no executive power outside the police force.” Wade, Administrative Law (Oxford: University of Oxford Press, 2000), p. 153.


investigation. With national media attention focused on the RCMP activities, and political fortunes and futures hanging in the balance, how can the police resist political interference in their investigative decision-making?

The allegations of political interference into the leak of the federal budget in 1990 is another case in point. Journalists obtained copies of budget documents and released their content prior to the introduction of the budget in the House of Commons. The R.C.M.P. investigated and initially the responsible officer declined to bring charges, in part because the prosecution seemed selective as it involved only some of the people who had control of the leaked material but not others. Finally, the investigating officer was removed from the case and another officer ultimately swore the informations in the case. While inappropriate influence from the PMO or PCO was never established in the case, the charges were stayed and the undertone of political interference was clear.

The incidence of interference by the PMO in policing matters was more clearly established in the APEC affair. This incident arose out of police conduct in clearing protestors from the site of the 1997 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation meeting in Vancouver. In his report as a member of the Commission for Public Complaints against the RCMP, Justice Ted Hughes concluded that the RCMP providing security for the 1997 APEC Summit in Vancouver had “succumbed to government influence” in its efforts to coercively sequester protestors from the view of the summit delegates. In particular, there were various links between Jean Carle, then the Prime Minister’s Director of Operations, and policing decisions made before and during the summit in relation to protestors.

36 See the chronology of events in Pue, Pepper in Our Eyes, supra at xii-xxii.
37 Commission Interim Report Following a Public Inquiry into Complaints that took place in connection with the demonstrations during the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation Conference in Vancouver (Ottawa: Commission of Public Complaints, RCMP, 23 July 2001) www.cpc-cpp.gc.ca/defaultsite/ at 30.4. See also Pue, “Prime Minister’s Police”, supra.
38 These links are detailed in Pue, “Prime Minister’s Police?”, supra.
Finally, the “sponsorship” affair reflects the awkwardness for police agencies themselves caught up in investigations into wrongdoing. The auditor general turned over to the RCMP evidence of potential wrongdoing arising from improper sponsorship contracts. At the same time, a Parliamentary committee and public inquiry have been investigating potential RCMP involvement in the very same scandal. The fact that the RCMP charges against senior public servant, Chuck Guite, just days prior to the Liberal election call, led to speculation that political interference might have played a part in the timing of the charges. The RCMP spokesperson asserted that, “Our investigation is totally independent from whatever is going on in politics.”

These cases raise the question not just of the police’s obligation to uphold the rule of law in the face of political interference, but also the legal status of police officers themselves. Are they “employees” in a “master and servant” relationship with their “employer” (whether a municipality, region or the provincial/federal Crown) or an “office-holder” with direct obligations to discharge legal duties irrespective of the direction which might be received from the supervising authority. There is case law supporting both positions and the answer appears to depend on the context. In labour relations settings, the police are more likely to be seen as employees, while in rule of

39 Andrew McIntosh, “Mounties conducted secret probe of spending: Auditor-General not told” National Post (13 February 2004). Daniel Leblanc, “More charges likely to be laid in ad sponsorship scandal; Mounties send Crown prosecutor 5 boxes of evidence related to current probe” The Globe and Mail (10 March 2004), A4, and Andrew McIntosh, “Senior Mountie queried sponsorship funds in ’98: Concerns of top RCMP officer in Quebec were apparently ignored” National Post (2 June 2004).


41 For a more comprehensive review of political interference cases involving the police, see Kent Roach’s contribution to this symposium, pp. 12-38, and Stenning, “Someone to Watch over Me”, supra.

42 See, for example, Re Prue, [1984] A.J. No. 1006 (Q.B.) which discusses this case law at paras. 10-20.
law settings, the police are more likely to be seen as office-holders beholden to no “master” save the law.\textsuperscript{43}

Thus, for the police, the rule of law must serve as a two-way street (or perhaps more accurately a four-way intersection with no stop-signs). The police must be called to account for their adherence to the rule of law through various forms of oversight (SIU, civilian complaints, the criminal justice process, internal discipline, etc) but must also be unfettered by political interference or direction so as to serve as a mechanism by which other political and legal entities are held to account. This is a tall order. Since no entity has the legitimacy and capacity to hold itself to account, the only real option is for multiple and overlapping oversight (both of the police and of the executive conduct in relation to the police). The rule of law in this sense should be seen as reflexive and dynamic rather than linear and static.\textsuperscript{44} While this general approach strikes me as inevitable, and perhaps even desirable, the coherence of how it has unfolded in Canada is open to debate.

B. Federalism

It is impossible to approach the executive-police relationship in Canada without acknowledging the constraints and complexities imposed through federalism. As David Smith has written, “There is no subject more central to the study of Canadian politics than that of federalism.” He went on to observe, “At one level of analysis, policing would seem to confound the pre-eminence of federalism.” Along with courts and the legal system, the policy as instruments of the state appear to violate the division of power that

\textsuperscript{43} This principle was most explicitly articulated in \textit{R. v. Metropolitan Police Commissioner, ex parte Blackburn}, [1968] 1 All E.R. 763. For an analysis of this judgment in the Canadian context, see Kent Roach’s contribution to this symposium and especially his analysis of \textit{R. v. Campbell} at pp.29-30.

\textsuperscript{44} B. Archibald, “Coordinating Canada’s Restorative and Inclusionary Models of Criminal Justice: The Legal Profession and the Exercise of Discretion under a Reflexive Rule of Law” Presentation to the Canadian Association of Law Teachers, June 1, 2004. For the classic exposition of “reflexive” systems, see G. Teubner, \textit{Law as an Autopoietic System} (London: Blackwell, 1993).
is the hallmark of Canadian federalism.” What Smith had in mind was the fact that the RCMP provides one-third of all public police officers in Canada (including the RCMP’s federal police duties and 8 of 10 provinces where the RCMP has contractual arrangements to provide police services).

Apart from this centralizing force in Canadian policing, federalism also generates a complex set of federal-provincial/municipal dynamics in the mandate, funding and governance of the police. For example, the federal government, while it has no jurisdiction over local policing, may modify, expand or contract local police mandates through amendments to the *Criminal Code*. Whether local police and provincial prosecutors have a constitutional duty to investigate and prosecute all offences designated by the federal government remains a heated and unsettled issue. This arose recently with respect to amendments to the *Criminal Code* dealing with firearms offences which Attorneys General in Alberta, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Nova Scotia expressed reservations regarding whether they would instruct prosecutors to enforce the new provisions. At least in Manitoba, the Attorney General also speculated as to whether the federal government should be billed for any costs associated with prosecuting firearms cases if compelled to do so.

Is it open to provincial governments to direct police and/or prosecutors to decline to enforce compliance with particular criminal provisions? Or, do provincial Attorneys General and/or police officers have an independent duty to the Crown to enforce validly


46 Since most firearm’s violations would be prosecuted by federal prosecutors, the provincial role would in most cases consist mostly of cooperation between provincial and federal counterparts. For discussion, see Mark Carter, “Current Tensions in the Federation: Provincial Prosecution Policy,” Presentation to the Canadian Association of Law Teachers, May 31, 2004.

enacted penal provisions? There is no clear answer to this question in Canada’s constitutional system. In the absence of hard and fast constitutional rules, political practices and constitutional principles form the foundation for negotiation. Federalism provides few solutions for executive-police oversight, but does provide a framework and venue for deliberations on important questions. As Smith noted, “in the exercise of the discretionary power that the police have to lay charges in criminal matters lies the potential for the practices of law enforcement to sustain societal and, in turn, political federalism.”

The form and content of political oversight over police activities varies sharply across provinces and territories and between those jurisdictions and the federal government. This is so without even addressing other special policing relationships such as aboriginal band police departments and military police which entail special forms of federal accountability and control. Federalism remains a meaningful constraint on executive-police oversight, but also ensures a potentially constructive balance between centralizing and decentralizing tendencies in the development and implementation of oversight mechanisms.

C. Charter Rights

It is now impossible to speak of the autonomy of the police without considering the constraints (and protections) imposed by the Charter. The central mechanisms by which Courts regulate police conduct, in particular, sections 7-14 and 24(2). These provisions collectively put the police in the vital but awkward position of discharging a public duty to seek the arrest, charge and conviction of those they believe responsible for crimes

---

48 See Martin Friedland, Report on Somalia Inquiry [insert cite]; and Bryan David Cummins, Aboriginal policing : a Canadian perspective (Prentice Hall, 2003); and Gordon Christie’s paper for this symposium.
49 For a discussion of the remarkable change in policing following the Charter, see M. Friedland, “Reforming Police Powers: Who’s in Charge?” in McLeod and Schneiderman, supra note , at pp.100-118.
50 D. Stuart, “Policing under the Charter” in ibid.
while at the same time discharging a constitutional duty to protect the rights of the accused, including most importantly the right to be presumed innocent, with all the assumptions and guarantees that flow from this right. It is significant to note in these cases that in these cases, both police conduct and the laws which authorize that conduct are “defended” by Crown counsel – in other words, by the executive branch. There is no suggestion that the interests of the police are in any sense divorced from the interest of the executive in the criminal justice context.

While the police establishment was leery of the Charter’s introduction, the studies to date suggest both that the Charter has had a meaningful impact on police operations and that the police have adapted to the Charter without significant operational disruptions or attempts at evading the consequences of Court decisions. Further, the mere fact that the police are now so enmeshed in the protection of Charter rights makes the specter of political interference in policing even more troubling. The executive interest in Charter litigation involving the police is multi-dimensional. There is a clear “public interest” role in the executive’s defence of police conduct in particular prosecutions. There may also be a policy element where the Charter litigation arises from an initiative with a policy dimension (e.g. roadside screening for drunk drivers). Finally, there are often partisan

---

51 For a review of Charter cases involving police conduct and a discussion of the extent to which these cases “curb” police activities, see Dianne Martin’s contribution to this symposium.
52 Even in public inquiries investigating possible political interference in police activities where Charter rights are at stake, the interests of the police are represented by government lawyers. This is noted by Wes Pue in his discussion of the government’s strategy during the APEC inquiry – see “The Prime Minister’s Police, supra at fn. 10.
53 See Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police, “A Brief Concerning the Proposed Resolution Respecting the Constitution of Canada” (presented by the Law Amendments Committee of the Senate/House of Commons Special Joint Committee on the Constitution of Canada, Ottawa, November 27, 1980) (in which the Chiefs of Police expressed concern over accountability for policing standards shifting from Parliamentary to judicial control under the then proposed Charter of Rights).
concerns at stake for the government of the day if the *Charter* litigation attracts a public or media spotlight.

**D. Civil Liability for Misuse of Police Power**

Judicial involvement in executive-police oversight does not always come in the form of constitutional litigation. More often of late, it has manifested itself in adjudication of civil claims by and against the police.  

Civil claims are particularly compelling as forms of public accountability as they permit aggrieved individuals to call police officers, police authorities and boards and executive bodies directly to account for their police activities. For example, in *Jane Doe v. Metropolitan Toronto (Municipality) Commissioners of Police*, a woman was able to establish that the police owed a duty of care toward potential victims of a rapist in circumstances where the police did not warn women in the community who fit the profile of the rapist’s victims.

In *Odhavji Estate v. Woodhouse*, the Supreme Court considered whether the family of a person who was shot dead during a police investigation could bring an action for negligence and the tort of misfeasance in public office against the police based on the failure of the officers involved to cooperate with the Special Investigations Unit. The Supreme Court held that the claim of misfeasance in public office could proceed. Iacobucci, writing for the Court, clarified the relationship between the tort of misfeasance in public office and the obligations of public officials to uphold the rule of law:

---

55 This discussion builds on the survey of civil police liability presented in Dianne Martin’s contribution to this symposium.
56 (1990), 74 O.R. (2d) 225.
57 Interestingly, the police relied on the policy/operation distinction to immunize its decision not to warn the plaintiff from judicial scrutiny. The Court rejected the notion that the decision not to warn potential victims was a policy choice. However, the reasoning of the Court implied that even if the decision had been characterized as one of “policy,” it might still give rise to civil liability if it could be shown to be arbitrary or unreasonable in the circumstances. For an analysis of this aspect of the decision, see Mayo Moran, Case Comment on *Jane Doe* (1993) 6 CJWL 491-501.
As is often the case, there are a number of phrases that might be used to describe the essence of the tort. In *Garrett*, supra, Blanchard J. stated, at p. 350, that "[t]he purpose behind the imposition of this form of tortious liability is to prevent the deliberate injuring of members of the public by deliberate disregard of official duty." In *Three Rivers*, supra, Lord Steyn stated, at p. 1230, that "[t]he rationale of the tort is that in a legal system based on the rule of law executive or administrative power 'may be exercised only for the public good' and not for ulterior and improper purposes." ... The tort is not directed at a public officer who is unable to discharge his or her obligations because of factors beyond his or her control but, rather, at a public officer who could have discharged his or her public obligations, yet willfully chose to do otherwise.”

Iacobucci J. also makes clear in his reasons the special accountability relationship between the Chief of Police and members of the community affected by potential police misconduct. He observes that, “members of the public reasonably expect a chief of police to be mindful of the injuries that might arise as a consequence of police misconduct.”

By contrast, Iacobucci J. held that the nexus between members of the public and the Police Services Board or the provincial Solicitor General was insufficient to ground a claim in negligence and these aspects of the claim were dismissed.

The executive interest in civil challenges against police activities is equally complex as its interest in constitutional litigation. The government may be liable for damages in such cases and also may be hurt by negative publicity (this was particularly apposite for municipal government in the decision whether to appeal or settle the *Jane Doe* case). Additionally, civil liability is, as with the other legal constraints discussed above, also a recourse for the police, at least for individual officers and police associations. In 2002, when the Toronto Star published an empirical analysis of police reports disclosed pursuant to a freedom of information request, and concluded the Toronto police engaged in racial profiling, the police association responded with a $2.7 billion dollar civil defamation class action on behalf of all officers and civilian members of the Toronto

---

60 Ibid. at para. 57. This obligation of the Chief is reinforced by s.4(1)(b) of the Police Services Act which creates a “freestanding” obligation on the Chief to ensure that members of the police force carry out their duties in accordance with the Act and the needs of the community.
Police Services against the Toronto Star.\textsuperscript{61} The suit was dismissed by the Ontario Superior Court in July of 2003 on the grounds that the articles in question did not relate to the entire police force but rather to a group of officers.\textsuperscript{62}

**Conclusion**

The above review of the grounds on which courts may be called upon to intervene in police activities is intended as illustrative rather than exhaustive. The examples cited are also intended to demonstrate that the legal doctrines and remedial instruments available to courts to address accountability for police activities are limited. Judges can quash decisions, strike out evidence and award damages. It is unlikely that any of these remedial options will modify police conduct. The limits of litigation to produce systemic solutions have also been highlighted. That said, the importance of judicial intervention, especially on constitutional grounds, should not be underestimated or undervalued. Judicial application of constitutional and other legal remedies in police contexts also reiterates that civil liberties and fundamental human rights are always at stake in police decision-making (another dimension which the policy/operation dichotomy tends to gloss over).

The enduring significance of the judicial role is not in behaviour modification of police officers but in articulating the broad parameters of the executive-police relationship. Courts provide one of the few venues, in other words, for deliberation about the political roles and responsibility of governmental and policing bodies.

**4) Political complexity**

\textsuperscript{61} P. Small, “Police union sues Star over race-crime series” The Toronto Star (18 January 2003), A06.

\textsuperscript{62} Cite to decision of Cullity J. from July, 2003.
Finally, the executive-police terrain cannot be navigated without a political compass. Virtually every municipal, provincial and federal government is elected with a specific “law and order” policy agenda and scarce public resources with which to fulfill that agenda. As alluded to above, the distinction between the executive’s view on the “public interest” and its own partisan interests may often appear blurred. All three levels of government have differing tools to implement that agenda. Municipal leaders often have a lead role in selecting police chiefs, for example, while provincial ministers often have a lead role in selecting civilian oversight bodies. The Federal cabinet appoints the RCMP Complaints Commissioner Chair, for example.

The executive is responsible for critical decisions regarding the funding, structure and in some cases, the mandate of policing bodies. The police leadership must be deft negotiators with these various governments, while at the same time maintaining the support of their own political constituencies, whether police associations or community groups. Further complicating this political terrain is the important and often influential role of third parties, including police associations and unions, victims advocacy groups, political parties, interest group organizations of various stripes and the media.

In a Westminster political system, all executive activity, including that of the police and Crown prosecutors, must be subject to ministerial responsibility, whether under the rubric of an Attorney General, Solicitor General or some other member of cabinet. As discussed above, this does not mean, of course, that the RCMP Commissioner or any Police Chief is subject to ministerial direction, nor is the head of a police investigation a “servant or agent of the government.” Police officers exercising criminal investigation functions are said to be “answerable to the law” and their “conscience” alone. Therefore, while ministers are responsible for the police, police leadership is not necessarily accountable to ministers. As discussed above with respect

---

63 See Campbell [1999] 1 S.C.R. 565. [Also cite to Blackburn…]
64 In Odhavji Estate v. Metropolitan Toronto Police the Supreme Court of Canada explained the relationship between the minister and police chief in the following terms: “whereas the Police Chief is in a direct supervisory relationship with members of the force, the Solicitor General's involvement in the conduct of police officers is limited to a
to the constitutional principle of the rule of law, the police are not the servant of anyone “save the law itself.” Without at least the aspiration of ministerial responsibility, however, the police would become a law unto itself.

Paradoxically, the law to which police owe their loyalty appears expressly to validate the supervision of the political executive over the police. As Kent Roach highlights, most of the statutory authority empowering police commissioners stipulates that the responsibility for “direction” resides with the Minister. For example, section 5(1) of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Act provides:

The Governor in Council may appoint an officer, to be known as the Commissioner of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, who, under the direction of the Minister, has the control and management of the Force and all matters connected therewith. (Emphasis added.)

Section 17(2) of Ontario’s 1990 Police Services Act also contemplates Ministerial direction of the provincial police force by providing that:

Subject to the Solicitor General’s direction, the Commissioner has the general control and administration of the Ontario Provincial Police and the employees connected with it. (Emphasis added.)

Unlike some aspects of the justice system (court or prison administration, for example) issues involving the police attract significant political constituencies. Campaign pledges on “law and order” often have a direct impact on police, setting out policies for general obligation to monitor boards and police forces to ensure that adequate and effective police services are provided and to develop and promote programs to enhance professional police practices, standards and training. Like the Board, the Province is very much in the background, perhaps even more so.” Odhavji Estate v. Metropolitan Toronto Police [2003] 3 S.C.R. 263 at para 70.

67 RSO 1990 c.P.15.Other provincial policing acts also follow this model of recognizing the power of the responsible Minister, usually the Solicitor General, to direct the police. See Police Act R.S.B.C. 1996 c.367 s.7, Police Act R.S.A, 2000 c. P-17 s.2(2) and Police Act S.Q. 2000 c.12 s.50;
community policing or the hiring of new officers or the purchase of new equipment or anti-crime initiatives. Perhaps in part because of this, it has become more common to see police forces themselves express preferences for one party’s political vision or another. This issue rose to the forefront of the 2003 Toronto mayoral campaign, when the Chief of Police appeared to endorse the “pro-police” John Tory candidacy, and may arise again as Tory seeks the leadership of the Ontario Progressive Conservative party. Equally controversial has been the support of police associations and unions for specific parties and candidates.

The government’s responsibility for the police extends to police budgets, which must be approved by the applicable municipal, provincial or federal government. The fiscal levers available in budget-setting provides the government of the day with another important (and often subtle) mechanism for influencing police conduct. Is it legitimate to use the budgetary process to affect police policy? Does this question of resources inevitably influence operational decisions by police as well?

The political nature of police issues, coupled with the centrality of the police in the justice system, has the potential to erode the already porous boundary between the


69 Robert Benzie, “John Tory vows boost for cities; Joins bid to lead Ontario PCs Says party needs fresh approach” Toronto Star (7 May 2004).

dual hats worn by Attorneys General (and Solicitors General) as law officers on the one hand and politicians in cabinet on the other.\textsuperscript{71} The problem is not only that these ministers have the dual interests \textit{per se}, and the potential for conflicts, but also the lack of transparency about which hat is on at any given time (this is even more apparent in the remaining jurisdictions which combine the functions of Attorney General and Solicitor General in one minister (e.g. Manitoba).

When Ontario’s Attorney General decided to establish a “guns and gangs” task force, for example, was this a decision taken as Chief Law Officer or as political cabinet minister. Even if a decision such as this was taken on “public interest” as opposed to partisan grounds, does it become a partisan initiative when the government of the day highlights this initiative as it seeks support on the campaign trail?

Just as with the dispersal of executive accountability for policing through police boards, disciplinary panels and civilian complaints mechanisms, the multiplicity of political accountability relationships for policing can be beneficial. The overlapping mandate of the Attorney General, Minister of Justice (in those jurisdictions where the two are distinct) and Solicitor General (often now referred to under the rubric of minister for “public safety”), in this light, perhaps is salutary. While inter-agency squabbles and incoherent policies are possible, it is more likely that the result of overlapping jurisdiction

over policing is greater political oversight and enhanced police accountability. To highlight but one example, in Ontario, the fact that the SIU are accountable to the Attorney General rather than the same Minister (Public Safety) as the police force, reinforces the appearance and reality of its separation from the police hierarchy (which is not the same, of course, as ensuring its independence from political interference).

This dynamic also arises in the sphere of court backlogs. Politicians are called upon to deal with the situations of delay in criminal accused reaching trial. Court backlogs are an example of a criminal justice issue which requires integrated and systemic responses. It is not merely a matter of appointing more judges and building more courthouses (although both have been announced recently in Ontario as strategies to address backlogs), but also must involve policies aimed at Crown prosecutors, legal aid lawyers and court staff. One strategy adopted by provincial governments has been to direct that certain minor offences not be prosecuted by local police (i.e. vagrancy). This policy also assumes a degree of political control and influence over the justice system which is rarely interrogated.

There is, as I alluded to above, an important distinction between accountability and oversight. In the apolitical and autonomous police model I have identified, the line of accountability formally is to the political executive (i.e. the responsible Minister who in turn is responsible to Parliament and by extension to the public). While other institutions may provide an important oversight role (courts, complaints bodies and administrative tribunals, for example) the police must be accountable to a single Crown authority. If the police are accountable to everyone in theory, they are accountable to no one in practice. However, notwithstanding that they are accountable only to the Crown in theory (and in part because of this fact), their activities may and should be subject to public scrutiny by a range of other judicial, administrative, political and community bodies in practice.

The need for multiple oversight arises from the reality that accountability through a ministry may lead to ineffective supervision and exacerbate the vulnerability of the police to political interference. The main principles underlying ministerial responsibility
in its original formulation now appear outdated or naïve. For example, the principle that ministers should resign in response to errors or misdeeds of public servants, and that the civil servants involved in committing those errors or misdeeds should remain anonymous seems to have lost currency in Canada (the sponsorship scandal is a case in point).\(^\text{72}\) The notion that the Minister may be personally responsible for all the decisions taken in the ministry presumes a level of knowledge and control over the actions of government that simply has been outstripped by the volume and complexity of government action. In lieu of strong confidence in ministerial responsibility, those seeking to call government to account are far more likely now to call for a public or judicial inquiry or at least Parliamentary committee hearings than in the past, and governments are far more likely to grant such requests (the Sponsorship Inquiry and Arar Inquiry represent two recent examples). The fact that inquiries remain the prerogative of the government of the day to call, and that the government controls the budget and terms of reference of such inquiries, significantly limits the ability of such inquiries to hold policing forces accountable.\(^\text{73}\) That said, inquiries can and do provide a pivotal form of oversight for allegations of police misdeeds and have served as the catalyst for significant shifts in police structures and policies.\(^\text{74}\)

As these inquiries demonstrate, the executive-police relationship is mediated by the political currents of the day and events outside the control of both groups. The line between legitimate implementation of government policy and undue political interference is not and should not be viewed as fixed and immutable. As I elaborate in the final section below, the dynamic nature of this boundary, shaped both by constitutional principle and political practice, can be a constructive and animating feature of executive-police relations.

---

\(^{72}\) The relationship between the sponsorship affair and principles of ministerial responsibility is discussed in Sossin, “Speaking Truth to Power”, supra note .


\(^{74}\) See, for example, the McDonald Commission, the Marshall Inquiry and the APEC Inquiry as examples.
III. Reconciling Political Accountability with the Rule of Law: Toward an Apolitical and Autonomous Police Model

The tension between police autonomy and accountability in a constitutional democracy is both familiar and vexing. If the police must report to political authorities or bodies appointed by political authorities, the potential for political interference always is present. It may be blatant. It may be subtle. It may be intentional or inadvertent. If the police are insulated from review, on the other hand, then the police ultimately may become an authority unto themselves, which may in turn give rise to the appearance that the police can and may exempt themselves from the rule of law. Is there a way out of this enduring conundrum? Perhaps not. In the third and final section of the paper, however, I sketch several areas where progress toward an apolitical and autonomous model of policing would at least be desirable. The goal of this ideal type is to create a legal, administrative and political climate in which neither the police nor the executive can unilaterally impose its will on the other. In other words, the executive and the police are expected, in this model, to engage in deliberative and transparent debate over policing matters.

The discussion below is divided into five brief sections. Each in different ways seeks to counter the tendency to compartmentalize executive-police relations within artificial categories or boundaries. In the first section, I emphasize the importance of moving beyond the policy/operation dichotomy. In the second section, I explore the separation of powers and the importance of judicial and Parliamentary oversight as a complement to intra-executive forms of oversight. In the third section, I highlight the need for objective structures to ensure the government’s authority over budgets and appointments do not lead to inappropriate influence over police activities. In the fourth section, I argue that executive-police relations need to be situated more clearly within the broader criminal justice system. Finally, I attempt to consider, in each of the four areas discussed, what approaches and arrangements would be consistent with an apolitical and autonomous ideal type of executive-police oversight.
1) moving beyond the policy/operation distinction

As I have argued above, I believe that it is desirable to move beyond the policy/operation distinction, which obscures more than it reveals about the executive-police relationship. In lieu of certainty with respect to the policy/operational boundary, the most we can demand, in my view, is transparency and authenticity. Rather than try to classify various police activities into artificial categories such as “policy” or “operational”, I believe we must articulate better what is at stake in these determinations, both for the executive and for the police.

I would advance an alternative, contextual framework to replace the policy/operational dichotomy as a means of determining when political input into police decision-making is legitimate. This framework could be comprised of three steps: 1) First, does executive have a legitimate public interest goal to advance; 2) Second, would pursuing that goal compromise the functional autonomy or apolitical status of the police; and 3) third, is there an overriding interest, either of individual rights or public safety, which is inconsistent with political involvement? If the answer to any of the above questions is “yes”, then political involvement would be inappropriate (note, this framework relates to settings of police direction – it could be adapted where the issue is “upstream” reporting to political authorities of police actions). That executive input may be appropriate, however, does not mean that it necessarily trumps the police’s own view of what is desirable and in the interests of the public.

Context, of course, is key to the legitimacy analysis. The decision whether to pursue criminal charges lies at the core of police autonomy and political involvement in such decisions should be rare and subject to a high threshold of justification. It should be rare, however, not because we classify the laying of charges as “operational” but rather because there are few, if any, political considerations which may legitimately justify intervention in the laying of charges under an apolitical and autonomous police model. Are there any? Consider once again “zero tolerance” directives in certain areas (gun
violence, domestic assaults, etc) which governments develop pursuant to their policy agendas. Rather than debate whether “zero tolerance” initiatives are policy or operational interventions, we ought to debate whether they are legitimate political preferences to which policing should be subject. Applying the framework set out above, I believe there may be cases where political input in the form of zero tolerance initiatives would be legitimate. But I do not believe all cases would meet this threshold.

How are the inevitable disputes regarding the application of this kind of framework to be resolved? Whether one prefers judicial involvement, public inquiries and reviews or other inter-institutional arrangements, it is vital that a record be in existence of the competing approaches to policing issues, if any. In this vein, I share Kent Roach’s belief that steps should be taken to ensure that political intervention in policing is less murky and more transparent so that the responsible Minister can be held accountable for guidance given to the police. This, of course, is easier said than done.

Roach raises the issue of putting more political guidance and direction in writing. This could take many forms. For example, ministerial directives could be issued as confidential or public memoranda to police chiefs and/or police service boards or they could be disseminated through soft law instruments such as police manuals and training materials. Such measures may well be desirable, but the uncertain status of these instruments may also simply move the same problem to a new venue. Are ministerial directives contained in memoranda “law” and, if so, where they are designed to structure and constrain police discretion, can they be subject to judicial oversight such as challenge under the Charter? If they are not considered law but rather “policy” must they be made public?

While distinctions such as policy/operational tend to suggest right answers to the question of executive’s role in police matters, the framework of contextual legitimacy tends to suggest a more relational analysis. Executive action is not viewed in isolation but rather is situated within particular circumstances and principles. Below, I suggest how this might change the way we assess how executive-police tensions play out.

2) coming to terms with the separation of powers and Parliamentary oversight

I also have suggested that an apolitical and autonomous police ideal type requires a distinct oversight relationship with each branch of government, one which builds on a maturing separation of powers doctrine in Canada. Canada’s separation of powers doctrine does not have the rigorous checks and balances of the American constitutional order but rather fluid and overlapping roles for the legislative, executive and judicial branches of government remains a cornerstone of democratic and legal accountability in Canada. Executive tribunals adjudicate constitutional rights, courts provide advice to the executive through answering reference questions and so forth.

In this context, there is a distinctive and vital role for each branch of government in attaining the ideal of an apolitical and accountable police. As indicated above, it is important that the police should be subject to robust judicial oversight for compliance with constitutional, administrative and civil legal norms. The police should also be subject to oversight from a range of executive bodies of varying degrees of autonomy from control by the government of the day and from the police, whether civilian complaints bodies, special investigative units or police boards. The judicial and executive role in police oversight is relatively well-accepted (although there is significant debate as to the effectiveness of such oversight). The role for the legislative branch is less clear.

In the discussion on federalism, I have already alluded to the key role of Parliament in establishing the mandate and authority for the police through its supervision over the Criminal Code and its amendments. Does the legislative branch also
have a role in ongoing oversight of police activities? If so, how is this role distinct from the judicial and executive oversight of those same activities (especially where at least some of the executive oversight bodies appear to derive their legitimacy from their representative mandate for community interests.

In my view, there are two possible areas where there is a potential role for Parliamentary oversight. First, standing committees of Parliament or provincial legislatures are an underutilized mechanism for giving a public hearing to allegations of political influence over the police (recent examples include the hearings into the sponsorship affair, which included allegations of RCMP involvement). This kind of public forum for examining the propriety of executive-police relations represents a unique and potentially valuable form of political accountability (the conduct and outcome of the recent sponsorship hearings, however, may also serve as a cautionary tale on the limitations of this kind of accountability).

There is a persuasive case to be made that the police should also be subject to the oversight of a complaints body appointed (and funded) by, and reporting to the Legislature. This is in keeping with the recommendations of the McDonald and Marin Commissions. As demonstrated by Auditors General, Privacy Commissioners and Ombudsmen in Canada, Parliamentary bodies are better able to provide an autonomous and apolitical effective check on executive conduct than agencies which derive their budget from and report to the executive. One option would be simply to transfer the existing civilian complaints bodies from executive to legislative control.

The exact modalities chosen are of course significant but not the point. An apolitical police is enhanced both by other non-partisan forms of oversight (judicial and through public inquiries) and by all-party forms of oversight, where public and political deliberation about police actions and arrangements, ideally, can occur.
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3) new approaches to budgets, appointments and other political levers of influence

I have asserted that the goal of a system of effective, multiple and overlapping oversight is to achieve an autonomous and apolitical police force (in which its apolitical posture reinforces its autonomy and its autonomy reinforces its apolitical nature). There are, of course, political challenges to achieving such an apolitical institutional posture. To take an obvious example, police budgets are set by municipal, provincial and federal governments, and typically require a “champion” at the cabinet/council table to justify new initiatives or significant capital infusions. Similarly, a major challenge to an apolitical model is that the appointment power for the Chiefs of police or heads of police boards remains with government, either directly or indirectly.

Here, too, the analogy to the judiciary or to other “apolitical” bodies such the Auditor General or Information and Privacy Commissioner might be helpful (which also are subject to public budgeting and appointments). In these settings, public confidence in the independence of Parliamentary officers and judges requires objective guarantees of freedom from political interference. For this reason, judicial salaries must be set by an independent commission rather than by executive fiat, and Parliamentary offices require an appointment to have all-party support or to involve a credible nominating committee all may be mechanisms to remove the appointment power from being perceived as an expression merely of the policy preferences or ideological inclinations of the government. This leads to the question of what objective guarantees could or should be put in place to ensure police budgets and appointments are not merely levers of political influence.

The question of budgets and appointments in the police context varies significantly across the country because of different statutory environments, contractual arrangements and whether there is a role for local police boards. Certainly, appointments to these boards and to the police leadership which are viewed as “merit” driven rather than “patronage” or “political” appointments will be more consistent with an apolitical and autonomous ideal. With respect to budgets, the question of political choice in the face of competing needs and scarce resources is more central and more critical. Rather than
seek to turn political questions into objective calculations, the priority here, in my view, should be on the transparency of the budgetary process and the substantive quality of the deliberations surrounding that process.

4) **toward an integrated approach to executive-police oversight**

The issue of police budgeting raises broader questions about where policing fits within the broader justice sector. As James Robb has pointed out, we should view questions of the executive-police relationship as integrated into the broader questions of the executive’s role in criminal justice, which includes its influence over Crown prosecutors, the legal aid system, the structure and mandate of police boards and civilian oversight agencies, the launching of public inquiries and reviews, the administration of the Courts and decisions flowing from the Attorney General and Solicitor General’s “law officer” functions.  

77 All of these components of the criminal justice system enjoy varying degrees of autonomy on various issues, and derive their legitimacy from various legal and political sources, but none can perform their mandate effectively without some support from other components of the system. The executive-police relationship, in other words, cannot and should not be seen in isolation, whether from other parts of the criminal justice system or from other social and economic structures more generally.

That the police are embedded not just in the criminal justice system but in the social fabric of the community is not a controversial claim but has been illustrated dramatically in recent years by the issue of profiling – whether it is local police forces engaging in racial profiling in decisions to stop vehicles for inspection or the decision at borders and airports to detain members of ethnic and religious groups for secondary searches.  
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Such polycentric police settings both demonstrate the futility of the policy/operational dichotomy and highlight the importance of legitimacy and public confidence both in the police and the executive. Both the legitimacy of the police and of the executive in this setting depends on the role of mediating forms of executive and judicial oversight discussed in this paper (from constitutional and civil court cases, 79 public inquiries, 80 human rights code challenges, 81 civilian complaints hearings, police association and multicultural group stakeholder involvement, media scrutiny, competing political preferences and the police themselves caught in the maelstrom). The profiling context is also one where neither the police nor the executive can achieve their goals in isolation from one another or from the other stakeholder groups. Whether the solution lies with police training, court orders, civil damages, internal discipline, funding for cameras on police cruisers, more inquiries and reviews or a more arm’s length civilian complaint system, or some combination of all of the above, I have suggested that the ideal of an apolitical and autonomous police may chart a constructive course toward more transparent and deliberative relations with the executive.

Conclusion

In this paper, I have reviewed the nature of the executive-police relationship in Canada, the respective roles of the courts and administrative agencies and advanced the ideal type of an apolitical and autonomous police as a means of reconciling the tension between police accountability and the rule of law. This ideal type is predicated on a dynamic rather than static relationship between the executive and the police, where complex relationships of individuals, structures and ideologies do not fit easily into policy/operational boxes and the boundary between legitimate and illegitimate political

79 See, for example, R. v. Golden, [2001] 159 C.C.C. (4th) 449 (S.C.C.), R. v. Brown (2003), 173 C.C.C. (3d) 23 (Ont. C.A.) and the other cases discussed in Dianne Martin’s contribution to this volume.

80 See G. Smith, “Saskatchewan Police Probe Finds Anti-Native Prejudice” Globe and Mail (22 June 2004), A1. [insert cite to the two volume report of the Saskatchewan Commission]

81 [insert cite to Nova Scotia Human Rights Tribunal decision from Winter 2004]
input is to be continuously worked out rather than predetermined by artificial “bright lines”.

Transparent deliberations between executive and police leadership, augmented with internal and external forms of oversight, provide venues where these contextual boundaries may be contested and resolved. The success of this apolitical and autonomous ideal in policing lies not in submerging executive interests in police matters nor in submerging police interests in political matters but in providing frameworks where both interests are seen as valid and where neither is able to entirely subjugate the other. My claim in this analysis is that where the police and the executive are engaged in working out their relationship in public view, the safety of the public, needs of communities and rights of individual are likely to be more effectively safeguarded.